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From the Chapter Directors:
Greetings Chapter-E!

Chapter Directors:
Don & Rhonda Weed
(864) 304-1292
ScChapterE@gmail.com

It’s hard to believe that June has come and gone. Many rides, and lots of activities
for everyone to partake in. Thank you so much to those of you who have made it
out to enjoy and participate in these events and activities!
As the summer heat sets in (or over-runs us), you’ll notice that many of our rides
are aimed northward in an effort to enjoy some cooler weather. During these
rides– it’s important to be prepared for the variety of conditions that Mother
Nature can throw at us. Always make sure you have plenty of water, long sleeves
to cover up with, Rain Gear, and even something a bit warmer to change in to.
When traveling up into the mountains– weather (and temps) can change drastically and if you don’t plan ahead, you may find yourself in a bad position!
July’s Chapter Get-Together will be held at Fatz Café in Greer, Saturday July 14th.
This is our Double-Points Pancake Breakfast—for those who haven’t got their
Ticket yet, we will have tickets available at the door. Right after the Get Together
we will have a VERY nice ride. There are options to return early afternoon, or late
afternoon (riders can make their own choice after lunch).
July 21st is our Chapter Recruiting and Motorist Awareness Event. We sincerely
hope that many of you will make it out to support the Chapter!
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Remembering Kenneth Rader–
May 19, 1937—June 22, 2018
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We need YOU! Come on out and get involved– go on some rides, come to Visitor’s Dinners, or make up some FUN
for our Monthly Get-Together. If you’ve got ideas, bring them. Volunteer to help out with an Event, submit
something for the Newsletter, tell some jokes– the more you put IN to the Chapter, the more you will get OUT of
it!

Chapter Life is, perhaps, the GREATEST benefit of your GWRRA membership. Take advantage of it~ and reap the REWARDS of “Friends for
FUN, Safety and Knowledge”!!!

Until next month– Ride SAFE, and Ride OFTEN!

Reminder: Our 2018 Chapter Christmas Party Cost will
be based on your Chapter E Get Together ATTENDANCE
from February-November, 2018. Every Chapter-E
monthly Get Together you attend is helping you to reduce
your cost!

Working with you to make our
Chapter the BEST it can be!
-Rhonda and Don Weed,
Chapter Directors
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About Chapter E
“Chapter-E Entertainment & News”
This weekly email contains info for rides, dinners, events, and FUN!!! These Announcements will come directly
from SCchapterE@gmail.com on or about THURSDAY evening of each week. Send us an email if you’re not getting this but would like to.
“Visitor’s Dinners”
We would like to invite EVERYONE, including YOU, to join us for our Visitor’s Dinner. Every Tuesday, we meet at
6p and order dinner at 6:30p.
“Facebook Group Page”
We like to share the FUN we’ve been having, so be sure to request to join our Facebook group page. You can
also find the most up to date info for all rides, dinners, events, and FUN here too.
“Calendar”
We have exciting events to attend this year. Be sure to look ahead in our Chapter calendar to see what else we
intend to do. Rallies, camping trips, Blue Angels air show, overnight trips, and many things to still be added.
Check it often!
“Goodie Store”
New to GWRRA? Lost or misplaced a pin or patch? We just might have what you need!
What’s NEW in GWRRA or SC-E patches, pins and rockers? Ask me!
What do we keep in stock? Two each of the most common GWRRA patches (both color choices), misc patches,
SC hanger pins & Chapter E bars and two different styles of pin locks.

Want something sooner ? Call Rhonda Weed at: 864-304-1292

“Join GWRRA”
There are many benefits to becoming a GWRRA Member. As a Member you will enjoy camaraderie and
fellowship while enjoying the comfort of belonging to the largest family of Gold Wing/F6B and other touring
motorcycle owners. We like to share our pleasure in the freedom of riding motorcycles with others like ourselves.
Our Members strive for improvement by attending GWRRA live, video and webinar safety workshops. We offer
an emergency towing and roadside assistance program called Rescue Plus. This is a benefit that ensures peace
of mind, day or night. Among our 60,000 + skilled and dedicated Members can find the answer to almost any
question regarding the Gold Wing! Your special Membership Card signifies your membership, along with many
other benefits such as; discounts at touring motorcycle dealerships, designated hotels, campgrounds and travel
agencies. As a Member, whenever you need help traveling, our Gold Book Directory connects you with your
nearest friends, worldwide. Our most important benefit is sharing how to safely enjoy motorcycling in more ways
than you thought possible. Belong to GWRRA! To join, click here: GWRRA Membership
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From the MEC Corner:
****PARTICIPATION IS KEY****
Well. Here we are at the end of another month. And what a month it has been for GWRRA SC-E! We have been to the
Mountain!! Twice, in fact. We went to Roan Mtn. in Tennessee. Covered quite a few miles, had a nice picnic lunch, had a
pretty good, but short rainstorm, and some AWESOME mountain roads with some amazing scenery. The rain was just a minor setback, as the ride was so awesome it was worth battling the elements. We also incorporated a nice Church tour into the
same ride :). Thanks to John and Janet Crabtree for their efforts in putting this ride together, and then leading us on it. A
good point here- they are the treasurer for our Chapter, but you DO NOT have to be an officer in our Chapter to initiate a ride.
J&J came up with a ride, brought it to us at our team and planning meeting, everyone was in favor of it, so they laid it out and
made it happen. And, as awesome a job as they did, no special skills are required for YOU to do this same thing. If you have a
ride destination in mind, please come to a team/ planning meeting, bring it up, and let’s get it on the agenda. There are several of us in the Chapter that would be very willing to help you put it all together. This is how we continue to do all the amazing things we do, and why we are “The Biggest Little Chapter in the State”!! We are always on the go to somewhere, and always coming up with something new and fun for the next time. Just last weekend, we went on another awesome mtn. ride,
this time to a mtn. known as “Brasstown Bald”, the highest peak in Georgia. Again, more beautiful scenery, fantastic curves,
an absolutely beautiful ride. Truly amazing, considering it was so quickly put together due to the postponement of our
planned ride to Low Moor, Virginia for a ride with some from New Jersey. Mother Nature said NO so we listened. But the
substitute was absolutely amazing. Thanks Don for that one- good call.
We have also had some truly great fellowship at several visitor’s dinners, not to
mention some great food and a ton of laughs. That all seems to follow us wherever
we go- food, fun, and fellowship. We do seem to always have a good time. This
month we have been to Mytho’s, LaReata, and Della Ventura’s, for some delicious
meals, to name a few, visited several other Chapters, and still more amazing rides.
We made it to another Drive-in movie this month, and had a blast with folks from
our own Chapter SC-E, and others from around the state. What a fun time that was.
And now, on a sad note: GWRRA and South Carolina had to say goodbye to a very
sweet, dear member, Phil Stone, former District Director and an awesome participant of Chapter P of Lexington. Phil got it- he understood. Him and his sweet wife,
Judy were very active riders. It is difficult to remember any major event they were
not at. Phil, unfortunately, tragically was taken from us in an accident while travelling home on I-95 in VA. We were able to attend the visitation and then the funeral,
where we participated in the requested motorcycle escort. What an awesome sight
to see that good a turnout to pay their final respects. Phil, you will be missed, but
never replaced or forgotten. Please continue to keep Judy and the family in your
Prayers as they go through what must be a tough adjustment period, Also, please
remember Toni Colup as she continues to recover from recent surgery, and Jerry
Hill seems to be doing much better. Thanks for your Prayers and concern for all of
them.
And now, back to the fun side of GWRRA- Congratulations to Lyle Watson- last month’s “winner” of the Who Gets Winger
contest. These things happen when you forget to turn lights off. But- we do already have a couple of candidates for this
month. Poor Tom Plesser, who has had Winger so much he can claim him on this year’s taxes, just can’t seem to master the
art of finding a starting point, and John Crabtree, who is so interested in churches, who would have known?? John just feels
compelled to circle through
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From the MEC Corner:
Birthdays & Anniversaries:
JULY BIRTHDAYS:
3rd
21st
29th

Teresa Hill
Janet Crabtree
Cindy DiStefano

JULY WEDDING ANNIVERSARIES:
15th Pat & Toni Colip

GWRRA ANNIVERSARIES - Joined in July of:
Charles Hudson
Wyomie Bryant
John Forrester
Kim Stidham
Nyla Blair
Jerry & Teresa Hill
Robert John Muenzner
James Russell
Robert Hartzell & Family
Robert Evskine Mayes

1995
1995
2001
2003
2007
2008
2008
2013
2013
2013

( 23 Years)
( 23 Years)
( 17 Years)
( 19 Years)
( 11 Years)
( 10 Years)
( 10 Years)
( 5 Years)
( 5 Years)
( 5 Years)

GWRRA Membership Renewal Reminders (expires end of June):
Keith & Kim Stidham

Please remember to check your Membership Card for your Anniversary Date –
and make sure your membership is current!

-David Thompson & Rhonda Weed
Membership Enhancement Coordinators
”We’re all about the FUN”!
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From the MEC Corner:
864-551-3890

864-551-3890

864-551-3890

PARTICIPATION IS KEY
every Church parking lot we pass! I’m just glad they are both so good-natured about it, because we are going to have fun!
And last, but not least, a sincere thank you to all of our visitors who show up on a regular basis to dine, ride, and laugh
with us. It is sad, but we have visitors with better attendance than some of our Participants. Butch and Pat, from Chapter F,
and Rhonda and Jennifer- your participation is always enjoyed and appreciated. Please continue to honor us with your presence.
To the rest of you- get out there and get active!! Ride, Ride, Ride. Don’t let your ride sit and go to waste- use it- they can
generate a ton of fun. Please be sure to make our Pancake Breakfast on July 14 at Fatz- followed by an AWESOME ride afterwards. You DO NOT want to miss this one. I hope to see you there.

WE ARE THE BIGGEST LITTLE CHAPTER IN THE
STATE
-David Thompson, Membership Enhancement and Social Events Coordinator
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Exciting News!
SC District Road Captain Class
Saturday, September 15, 2018 9am-3pm. Held at: Living Water, 7 Main Street, West Pelzer, SC
Road Captain is an excellent class that will prepare those attending with the information and skills
necessary to participate as Ride Lead or Tailgunner.
Road Captain (or as applicable, Co-Road Captain) Designations will be awarded to those that successfully complete both the Classroom and Group-Ride Exercises.
For more information, see the SC District Website (University Calendar).
To Register: Contact Don or Rhonda Weed
864-304-1291 or scdistricttrainer@gmail.com
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From the SC District Educator:

Check Your Documents
One day you are minding your own business riding down the road
when you see flashing blue lights behind you, or you get into a fender
bender, or encounter a safety check. You pull out the paperwork and
the nice officer says that the insurance card and/or registration is out
of date. WHAT!! I remember getting it in the mail and sending a
check!” but did you put a copy in the motorcycle?
This happened to me the other day, only without the blue lights.
When checking the paperwork in the Goldwing just because; the insurance card was expired. WHAT!! I know it was paid. Further checking
found the new card in a pile of paperwork.
Now is a good time to check all those documents. Insurance, registration, passport, medical card, driver’s license, GWRRA Levels, CPR/
FA , even credit card expiration dates. In these busy times it is very
easy to receive documents in the mail then forget to switch out the old
ones.
Take a few minutes and check and save possible embarrassment or
even a citation. Mark the calendar 4 or 6 months ahead as a reminder.
Ride Safe and Legal.

-Rich Kitko, SC District Ride
Educator
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CHAPTER MASCOT “E-Rider” & TROUBLE MAKER “Winger”

NEWS BULLETIN:
E-Rider has been MIA since the
SC District Rally.
Apparently, our resident
Troublemaker “Winger”
locked him in the Mayberry Jail
and threw away the key!
After breaking out he says He
will be seeing everyone soon!
Let us know if you want to take
him for a ride!

See all the FUN you’re missing?
Join us this month!
E-Rider & Winger (Winger Mostly)
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GWRRA Local Rallies:
West Virginia “Mountain Memories Rally”- July 19-21, 2018
Georgia Wing Fling "Salute to Our Military" Aug 2 - 4, 2018
Wing Ding 40 (Knoxville, TN) Aug 28 - Sept 1, 2018
North Carolina "Wings Over the Smokies" Sept 27 - 29, 2018
Mississippi Rally “Monster Mash” Oct 11-13, 2018
Other Local Rallies:
Spyder Adventures Rally Oct 11 - 14, 2018
What is a Rally?
Come join us for a motorcycle event unlike any other, where you can enjoy the company of friends in a beautiful
location, learn more about motorcycle safety, discover all the latest products for your bike, and even test drive a
new one at most locations.

____________________________________________________________
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History of Rock and Roll: Part 16
Last time I was wrapping up Elvis and some new faces on the scene. Before I get to the
last part of the ‘50s, I want to briefly go back to the 30’s and 40s and a brief mention of Sinatra
and a few folks I may not have mentioned but who laid the ground work for rock and roll, and
maybe give a little more context for why teens took to it so rabidly. I would be remiss if I didn’t.
All through the 30’s, 40’s, and even early ‘50s, the music business was run by middleaged businessmen who weren’t interested in anything new or different. They were making
money, so why look for anything new. They would tinker around the ages, come up with a novelty act, or something a little bit different, but nothing really “out there”, so to speak. The Big
Band era had started in the ‘30s and under normal circumstances would have been replaced by
something else in a few years. However, World War II happened and the war years actually
caused it to last longer than it otherwise might have. Showbiz made it on habit.
There was no teenage music, something kids could identify with. Singers were usually in
their 30’s before they made it. Teens then had to like what their parents liked.
The exception was Frank Sinatra, who I have already spent a part on. He was still in his
20’s, a novice, and the first heart-throb. He was a conventional singer, actually, backed by a big
band, and sang like everyone else. But he was also good-looking, with soulful eyes, and women
went crazy over him. They screamed, swooned, and even fainted over him. Film stars were used
to that, but Sinatra was the first singer to have this happen.
But he was not a pop star since he sang ballads and standards. However, there was another performer who did fit the mold of pop star-Johnny Ray-the Nabob of Sob or Million Dollar
Teardrop.
At the age of 10, in 1927, Johnny was tossed high in the air in a blanket and landed on his
head, and was left 50% deaf. He was also changed from a happy child into an introvert, solitary
and sad, and he showed his neurosis as a badge of honor.
In 1952, he made a breakout record with both sides popular:”The Little White Cloud that
Could” on one side and “Cry” on the other side, and these were who he was.
He caused riots, real ones. He had his clothes ripped off, his flesh torn, hair rumpled, and
the police had to save him all the time. He sang what everyone else was singing, but worse. But
he contorted himself with an intense aggression no one else had done and this stirred up people.
He sold records by the millions, and on those he did nothing but cry, with an emotional
intensity that not only wore him down, but his listeners as well. He couldn’t sing, but at the time
no one sang and performed with such intensity that his listeners and those who saw him live became emotionally intense with him, as he could portray sadness and agony like no one else at
that time. And the reason was because he really was in agony due to the emotional state caused
by his head injury. The music was not pop, but the raw emotions and hysteria he caused was,
and IMHO was a precursor to what began to take place in live rock and roll shows and concerts
as they became more popular and the music was embraced by teenagers .
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History of Rock and Roll: Part 16 (Con’t)
Sadly, while he led the way in pop and the hysteria it would later have, it was
rock and roll that destroyed him. It made him seem dated and melodramatic, and
the hits stopped, and his career went downhill afterwards.
But if anything doomed not just Ray, and Bill Haley, it was Elvis. I have covered him previous parts, but I want to say a few last words about him.
He is where pop begins and ends. He was original and made all others seem
awful He was the King, at least of Pop!
Of all the things he did, probably most important was he showed that teens
could be an economic powerhouse where music was concerned. Before Elvis, Rock
was about rebellion. Now it was going to be about money, which Sam Phillips and
other record producers were in business for, so you had Roy Orbison, Jerry Lee
Lewis, Johnny Cash, and Carl Perkins, among others who were suddenly “found”.
And with Elvis shaking his hips, he was blatant about sex, and of course others followed as well, trying to get young girls to scream or faint when they performed. No
matter how you looked at it, Elvis led the way and was the prototype of the performers who came later. Sinatra and others had been about love and romance. Beginning with Elvis, it started to become about lust and sexuality, taking Rock where
music had not gone before in the 30’s, 40’s, and 50’s.
The odd thing is that Elvis in reality was shy, quiet, and a mama’s boy at
heart, who read his Bible and sang Gospel songs. He presented an illusion of danger, but in reality was clean and safe. And his being drafted in the army finally
washed away the bad boy image that had surrounded him since he debuted.
Johnny Ray-below

Submitted By: Lyle Watson
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Upcoming July Events:
Please Note: Any dates or events are subject to change. For up-to-date info, check the
Chapter E Website Calendar at: SC Chapter-E Calendar
JULY is CHAPTER-E’s DOUBLE POINTS MONTH– VISITING CHAPTERS RECEIVE DOUBLE POINTS
7/03

VISITOR’S DINNER– MOVED TO JULY 4TH, SEE BELOW.

7/04

CHAPTER-E RIDE: 2nd Annual Rooftop Fireworks Ride– Meet at 4pm, Texas Roadhouse,
3140 Wade Hampton Blvd Taylors, SC. After dinner we will ride TOGETHER to a Parking Area in
Greenville to view the Fireworks.

7/07

CHAPTER-E RIDE: *** CHANGE *** Meet at 9am, Hardees 6501 State Park Rd. Travelers Rest.
We will ride to Caesar’s Head, and then on for Lunch, and return early afternoon.
SECOND RIDE: Joining Chapter-F for a Ride: Meet at 6:15 pm at Walmart, 11410 Anderson Road,
Greenville SC 29611. We will ride with them to Brewster’s.

7/10

VISITOR’S DINNER- Monterrey’s Restaurant, 501 Congaree Rd, Greenville, SC. Meet at 6pm, Eat at 6:30

7/14

PANCAKE BREAKFAST AND DOUBLE-POINTS GET-TOGETHER: Fatz Restaurant, 1361 W. Wade
Hampton Blvd, Greer, SC. Eat at 8am, Meet at 9am. TICKETS ARE $7 Each (available at the door if you
Have not purchased yours).

7/14

CHAPTER-E MYSTERY MOUNTAIN RIDE: We will Depart after the Get-Together for a Fun-Filled day of
Riding, and will stop around 1pm for Lunch. Alternate Return Route for those who want to be back earlier
details at the Ride Departure/Meeting.

7/17

VISITOR’S DINNER: K&S Cafeteria, 3107 White Horse Rd, Greenville 29611. Meet at 6pm, Eat at 6:30pm

7/21

CHAPTER-E RECRUITING/MAP EVENT: Meet at 6:30am, QT, 2414 S. Hwy 14, Greer, SC. Bring your Chapter
Vest, lots of SMILES, and a Clean Bike. Event Destination TBA at meet location.

7/24

VISITOR’S DINNER & TEAM PLANNING MTG: * CHANGE * Fuddrucker’s Burgers
6100 Wade Hampton Blvd, Taylors. Meet at 6pm.

7/28

CHAPTER-E RIDE: Meet at 8:00am- SPINX (Hwy 14 & 11), 5598 N. Hwy 14, Landrum.
DESTINATION: Spencer Shops (NC Transportation Museum Celebrity Car & Truck Show).
Plan for a FULL day, returning late afternoon. We will stop for lunch along the way.

7/31

VISITOR’S DINNER: South House Restaurant, 131 New Woodruff Rd, Greer SC 29650.
Meet at 6pm, Eat at 6:30pm.

Visitors Dinners / Deserts: All are welcome and you can bring friends & family too ! Meet 6:00pm and eat at 6:30pm.
Ch.E RIDES & Events: Everyone is welcome to join us! Two, three or four wheels ok… Any make & model too !!!

**ALL Rides & Events: As we all know, LIFE HAPPENS, and things change. The weather can change quickly, good
or bad. Or maybe an opportunity came up to ride with fellow GWRRA friends, so we changed the plans. Whatever
the case may be, updates will be sent out by email, listed on our Facebook page and our website’s calendar.
Please check them often for ride details or something fun to do with us!
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GWRRA TEAM OFFICERS:
SOUTH CAROLINA:

NATIONAL:

District Director
Buddy & Kim Summer
C: 803-924-2851
SCDD.Buddy@gmail.com

President and Wingman
Anita and JR Alkire
president@gwrra.org
aalkire@gwrra.org

Assistant
John & Karen Higgins
864-209-8050
jwhigg@charter.net

Presidential Assistants
Bob and Nan Shrader
Bruce and Barb Beeman
Jere and Sherry Goodman
Francois and Chantal Seguin
Tom and Renee Wasluck
Don and Sharon Weber

Assistant & Goodie Store
Bill & Judy Dunaway
Bill: 843-357-2270
Wdunaway06@gmail.com
Judy: 843-241-1158
Jdunaway06@gmail.com

352-668-3164
507-433-4286
613-673-2341
570-474-1014
208-660-7836

District University Coordinators
Don & Rhonda Weed
C: 864-304-1291
scdistricttrainer@gmail.com

Director of GWRRA University
Clara and Fred Boldt
641-484-5140
toledotriker@gmail.com

District Educator
Rich Kitko
C: 843-240-3392
capn_rich_1@yahoo.com

Director of Rider Education
TBA
director-re@gwrra.org

District Member Enhancement &
Social Coordinator
Jean Kitko
C: 843-222-9606
inletmagnolia@yahoo.com

Director of Membership Enhancement
Larry and Penny Anthony
mepgwrra@gmail.com

District Motorist Awareness Coordinator &
2017/2018 South Carolina Couple of the Year
Jon & Donna Horning
C: 803-924-5243
jhorningdistrictmap@gmail.com

Director of Motorist Awareness
Mike and Barri Critzman
itsawingthing@hotmail.com

District Ride Coordinator & Web Master
J.W. & Yolanda Worley
864-395-2140
jworley9@charter.net
District Treasurer &
Couple of the Year Coordinator
Mary & Mike Coral
C: 803-261-0109
marycoral@aol.com

Director of Finance
Randall and Janet Drake
financedirector@gwrra.org

District Photographers
Glenn & Donna Bumgarner
C: 803-924-1632
bumgarnerg@bellsouth.net

Executive Director Overseas
Dan and Rachel Sanderovich
dan.sanderovich@gmail.com

District Ambassador
Steve Smith
803-684-4091
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